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EXTENSIONS OP OPERATORS AND THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM IN POTENTІÀL 
THEORY 
Ivan Netuka, Prague 
1. Introduction 
Suppose that U c JRm is a hounded open set and 3€(U) is the 
space of harmonic functions on U» If f is a continuous functi*. 
on defined on the boundary 3 U of Uf the classical Dirichlet pro-
blem on U is that of finding a continuous extension P of f to IJf 
the closure of Uf such that F.-jf the restriction of P to Uf is har-
monic on U. The set U is said to be regularf provided the classic-
al Dirichlet problem has a solution for an arbitrary continuous 
function defined on 6U. Since there exist non-regular setsf one 
is naturally interested in a generalized Dirichlet problem. Rough-
ly speaking, we want to assign to every, sayf continuous function 
on QU a harmonic function on U in such a way that the resulting 
mapping has some reasonable properties (such as linearity and po-» 
sltivityf for instance) and gives the solution of the classical 
Dirichlet problem provided one exists. It is expected that the hai»-
monic function assigned will tend to the given boundary condition 
in most boundary points. 
To be more specific, define 
H(U) «*hsC(U); h|TJ e 3e(U)lf H O U ) » H ( U ) ^ U # 
Thus f 6H( 3U) if and only if there is a solution of the classical 
Dirichlet problem for f. On H( 8U) f the operator T of the classic-
al Dirichlet problem is defined, of course, by 
This paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitted 
for publication elsewhere. 
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*(hl8U) "- h ^ ', heH(U), 
and one is in fact interested in a study of positive linear exten-
sions of T from H(8U) to C(8U) andf possibly, to a larger space 
than G( 9U). 
RecalX that the so called .Perron-Wiener-Brelot solution of 
the Dirichlet problem provides such an extension to the set of all 
resolutive functions which is considerably larger then C(6U).Thus 
no existence,problem arises. The question of uniqueness, however, 
is far from b^ing evideht. Notice that, for a non regular set U, 
H( 6U) is a proper closed subspace of C( dU), thus topolpgically 
very small (it/is, in fa.ct, nowhere dense). Nevertheless, M.V. Kel-
dys proved in [193 the following remarkable result: All positive 
linear extensions of:the operator T from H( 8U) to C( dU) coincide. 
Intuitively speaking, the space H( 3U) has to be in a sense 
large in C( 3U), otherwise one could hardly expect a unique exten-
sion of T. A.P. Monna in 1263 proposes aa a problem the investiga-
tion of relevant functional analytic properties of the space H( 6 U) 
responsible for uniqueness. He suggests studying extensions of 0? 
to discontinuous boundary conditions. He also proposes clarifica-
tion of the uniqueness question in the case of the Dirichlet prob-
lem for partial differential equations other than the Laplace equa-
tion or, more generally, in the context of axiomatic potential the-
ory* 
A, series of papers was published on the subject and led to 
the solution of the above mentioned (and other) questions; see [6], 
t221 ,[233 ,C343 ,[273 ,[293 , tHl. 
The main objective of the present paper is to find a suitable 
abstract setting appropriate for a better understanding of the na-
ture of the Keldys theorem. 
To this end, in Sec. 2, a question of uniqueness of extensions 
of operators on Riesz spaces is analyzed. The "domain of uniqueness" 
is characterized in terms that admit applications to potential the-
ory. It turns out that linearity plays no important role and only 
the monotonicity of the operators in question appears to be essen-
tially involved. 
In Sec. 3, a more special situation, namely that of function 
spaces, is investigated. The Choquet boundary enters quite natural-
ly into the picture. Validity of an abstract Keldys theorem is 
shown to be equivalent to various other conditions. Also relati-
ons to Korovkin type theorems are studied. 
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Finally, in Sec. 4 it is shown how conclusions obtained in an 
abstract setting can be used to prove results already known as well 
as new results concerning Keldys type theorem in abstract potential 
theory. 
Most of results of the present paper was announced in [29.3, 
[31] and is included in the unpublished text [30J. 
2. Extensions of operators in Riesz spaces 
2.1 Let B be an ordered vector space, D be a Dedekind complete 
Riesz space and H be a majorizing vector subspace of B. Thus 
we suppose that for every b e B there is an h c H such that b ̂  h. 
Let T:H*—*D be a positive linear mapping. For b e B denote 
Tb - V i Th% h £ bf h e K\f Tb - A i Th; b ̂  hf h e Hf. 
Here V and A means the supremum and the infimura in D, respecti-
vely. Of course, Tb * -¥(-b) whenever b 6. B and Tb * Tb = Tb for e-
very b e H. The restriction of a mapping S:B—-*-D to H will be den-
oted by S ITT» 
The following Hahn-Banach-KantoroviS type theorem will be use-
ful in the sequel. The proof can be found in 1353» p.277* see also 
Ll83fl213fHo]. 
2.2 Theorem. Let S:B—>D be an*increasing mapping such that 
S IM • T. Then Tb 6 Sb ̂  Tb whenever b 6 B. If b c B, &e D and 
v | n ^ . A O ' O , 
TbQ s d s Tb f then the re e x i s t s a p o s i t i v e l i n e a r mapping T : B - > 
—** D such t h a t Tf 'u « T and T V » d • IH o o 
2 .3 , Let us in t roduce the following no ta t ion : 
Prp - iS;S:B —* D, S i nc r ea s ing , S } H =- T}, 
P^ » 4S G Prj,; S l i n e a r } , 
Urp « 4b e B; S.jb « Sgb, S 1 f S 2 e P T } f 
U° - l b s B | S-,b * S2b f S 1 f S 2 e PJj}. 
By Theorem 2 . 2 , P° 4* 0 and c l e a r l y UT C u | . 
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2.4 Theorem. The following equalities hold: 
(1) UT = u£ » tb e B; Tb = Tbl. 
V A 
Proof. If S e Prpf "then Tb ^ Sb £ Tb for every b e B by Theorem 2.2. 
Consequently, 
(2) i b e B ; Tb = TbJ C UT. 
Choose b e B. By Theorem 2.2 there ex i s t pos i t ive l inear map-
pings T f T" of B into D such that TjH = T
f|H • T and T bQ « Tb , 
T"b0 * TbQ. Thus bQ # u£, provided ?bQ 4
s TbQ. I t fol lows that 
(3) U j c t b e B* Tb = Tb}. 
Since UT c u£, (2) and (3) yield (1). 
2.5 It turns out that in applications it is not easy to describe 
elements b G B satisfying Tb s Tb. Under suitably chosen ad-
ditional hypotheses, we are going to establish a more appropriate 
characterization of the sets U-p, u£. To this end, assume that B is 
a Dedekind complete Riesz space and put 
H a * A F ; 0 * F C H finite}. 
Suppose that there exists a Riesz subspace L of the space B such 
that AH-j C L for every nonempty lower directed lower bounded set 
H-j c H. Of course, H c fi c L C B. 
Assume finally that there is a mapping TQ:L — > D having the 
following properties: 
(a) T o i H - T - , 
(b) TQ i s a Riesz homomorphism; 
(c) T ( A H . , ) a A T (Ei) for every nonempty lower directed 
o i o i ^ 
lower bounded set H-j c H. 
For b £ B define 
t) -« V { ht, h ^ b, h e H\9 b « A 4 h; b 4t h, h 6 Hi. 
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2.6 Theorem. The following equalities hold: 
(4) UT * U° » 4b 6 B* TQ(b - b) » 0}. 
Proof. Since T is a Riesz homoraorphism, we have T ( A F) » 
• A TQ(F) for every finite F c H, F 4-0. Consequently, for every 
b 6 B, 
AA'Th* b £ h, h 6. Hi » A-t TQh; b d h, h B E] =-
« A^T Qk-, b ̂  k, k S H } . 
The set H-j =- -tkeH; b £ kl is lower directed and lower bounded. Thus 
AH-jdL and T^AH-j) » A T Q ( H 1 ) . Of course, A H-j » b, thus Tb * 
a ^0(l>); since i> « -(-b), Tb »
 T
Q(^)» ^
o w (4) follows from TheQrem 
2.4. 
2.7 Notes and comments. Terminology concerning ordered vector 
spaces is taken from t253. The question of uniqueness of extensions 
of positive linear operators has recently been studied in [21 J. 
Theorem 2.6 which has been announced in [293 represents an abstract 
version of a theorem of Keldys type. Operators analogous to T and T 
have been studied in the context of classical potential theory in 
C73 and in the abstract potential theory in [341; see also [273» 
The technique of envelopes (like D and b) is quite typical in Cho-
quet theory and Korovkin type theorems theory. In connection with 
the Dirichlet problem, this method was used by M. Brelot 17.1 and 
systematically developed by H. Bauer [2]. For applications to the 
Keldys theorem, see T341» 
3« ' Theorems of Keldys and Korovkin type in function spaces 
3*1 Let Y be a metrizable compact topological space and B(Y) be 
the vector space of bounded functions on Y. Endowed with the 
natural ordering, B(Y) is a Dedekind complete Riesz space. As usu-
al, C(Y) denotes the space of continuous functions on Y. 
Suppose that H(Y) c C(Y) is a vector space containing a stric-
tly positive function and linearly separating points of Y. The last 
requirement means that given y-j ,y2 £ Y, y.. 4* y2 and oc e. fR, there 
is h e H(Y) such that hty^ -4*oCh(y2). 
Define 
H(Y) » { i n f F; 0 4 - P c H(Y) f i n i t e ? . 
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Then H(Y) - H(Y) = {h-, - .h-,; 11, ̂  e H(Y)J is a Riesz subspace of 
C(Y) containing a strictly positive function and linearly separat-
ing points of Y. Consequently, by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, 
A A 
H(Y) - H(Y) is a uniformly dense subspace of the Banach space C(Y). 
Let L(Y) stand for the set of all functions f:Y—> IK for 
which there exist lower semicontinuous functions fi»fp e B(Y) such 
that f a f-j - f2. Clearly, L(Y) is a Riesz subspace of B(Y). If 
0 4-H-j c H(Y) is a lower bounded set, then inf H-j is an upper semi-
continuous bounded function so that inf H-j e L(Y). Note that 
H(Y) C H(Y) c H(Y) - H(Y) C C(Y) c L(Y) c B(Y). 
Let V be a Hausdorff topological space and D(V) be a vector space 
consisting of continuous functions on V. We shall suppose that D(V) 
is a Dedekind complete Riesz space (with respect to the natural or-
dering). The lattice operations in D(V) are denoted by A and V • 
It should be mentioned that, in general, f A g does not coincide 
with the pointwise infimum of f,g € D(V). 
Suppose finally that T:H(Y)—> D(V) is a positive linear map-
ping and that there is a strictly positive function hQ & H(Y) such 
that inf (ThQ)(V) > 0. 
3«2 Lemma. There exists at most one mapping T :L(Y)—> D(V) hav-
ing the following properties: 
( a ) To|H(Y) = T* 
(b) T is a Riesz homomorphism; 
(c') T (inf fn) • A *^ 0
f
n; n e IN J for every decreasing lo-
wer bounded sequence it^k of continuous functions on Y. 
If such a mapping TQ exists, then there is a system M-p • 
• {/a , x£V{ of positive Radon measures on Y uniquely determined 
by T such that 
(5) TQf(x) - / f d <ax, x e V, f e L(Y), 
and the following condition holds: 
(c) T (inf H-j) « A -E0(H-|) for every nonempty lower directed 
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 be mappings from L(Y) into D(Y) satisfying condi­









' coincide on H(Y) - H(Y). Fix f 6 C(Y) and xeV. We 






 e H(Y) be a strictly posi­
tive function on Y such that Th
Q
> 0 on V. Put ft « Th
0
(x) and fix 
e, > 0. We know that there is g e H(Y) - H(Y) such that 
g - ( Є/2/І )Һ é f é g + ( Є/2/3 )Һ
( 
everywhere on Y. By ( b ) f the mappings T and TQ are pos i t i ve and 
l inear and T g • T'g and T h * T'hrt • Thrt. One eas i ly v e r i f i e s O 0° o o o o o ^ 
|T 0 f (x ) - TQ'f(x)l ± I . 
The condition (c') implies that the equality TQf = T'f holds for 
every bounded upper semicontinuous function • Consequently, T = T ' 
on L(Y). 
Sup 
(c'). If x <£ V, then 
pose now that T is a mapping having properties (a),(b), 
f I—* TQf(x), f e C(Y)f 
is a positive Radon measure on Y which will be denoted by ( x̂» 
Then (5) holds and determines /tt uniquely. 
Let H-| C H(Y) be a nonempty lower directed lower bounded set. 
Denote d • TQ(inf H-j) and notice that the set T0(tf-j) 'is lower boun-
ded in D(V). Consequently, k • A T Q ( H 1 ) exists in D(V). Obvious-
ly, TQ(inf H-j) is a lower bound of the set T^H-j). Therefore, d£k 
on V. Fix x 6 V and prove that d(x) £ k(x). Since k ̂  T h' for e-
very h'e H-j, we have 
k(x) £ inf *T Q h' (xh h'e H^ =- inf { / h ' d (tt^, h ' s H^. 
By 1153, p. 35, 
inf < / h ' d <ax* h ' e H-, J » / ( i n f tt,)d ^ x 
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and the inequality d(x) £ k(x) is verified. This proves (c). 
3«3 In what follows we shall suppose that there is a mapping 
T :L(Y)—> D(V) possessing the properties (a),(b),(c ' ) . Den-
ote by Mrp = (̂"'x* x 6 V $ tlie system of measures uniquely determin-
ed by T in the sense of the preceding lemma. 
A Borel set Q c Y is said to be T-negligible, if (C*X(Q) • 0 
for every x e V. 
Similarly as in Sec. 2, define for f e B(Y) the functions f, 
f as follows: 
f(y) * inf -SMy)* h 2 f, h e H(Y)?f 
f(y) -- sup^h(y); h ̂  f, h e H(Y)Jf y<sY. 
Notice that the functions f and (-f) are upper semicontinuous and, 
of course, f # f -£ f# It follows that 
{y £ Y; f(y) * f(y)? 
is a Gj- set. 
Using a countable dense subset of C(Y), one easily deduces 
that 
-iyeY; f(y) = f(y) for every f e C(Y)} 
is also a Gj set. 
Recall that, for f c L(Y) , the function x h-> / f d ^tcx is 
continuous on V, since I f e D(V). In particular, the function 
x \—> (^Sc^ * s continuous on V whenever K c Y is a compact set. 
3#4 Lemma. Let Q c Y be a Borel set, let the set Y \ Q be T-negli-
gible and C c V be a compact set. Then for every & >• 0 there is 
a compact set K c Q such that (U (Y \ K) < e whenever y a C 
Proof. Fix £ >• 0 and choose x e C Since (U. X(Y) « 
- (*> (Q) > there exists a compact set K(x) c Q such that (^X(Y) -̂  
-< (tLx(K(x)) + £ . The function y v—> ("'y^ ~ (^y^^^
 i s oon" 
tinuous on V, hence there is a neighbourhood V(x) of the point x 
such that 
(X (Y) < (U (K(x)) + e 
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for every y e V(x). By compactness of C9 there exist x-j,...,xm e C 
such that 
C c V(X1) u ... u V(xm). 
Put K * K(x1) u ... u K(xm). Then K is a compact subset of Q. If y e 
€. C9 then y e V(x^) for a suitable j e ^1f...9m}. It follows that 
(ay(Y) -< (tCyOUx^)) + e ^ (ay(K) + e , 
thus (d (Y\K) < £ . 
3*5 Let us recall that, by definitions from Sec. 29 U--» (resp. u£) 
is the set of all f e B(Y) on which all increasing (resp. positive 
linear) extensions of T from H(Y) to B(Y) coincide. 
We shall define the following two sets of functions. Denote by 
Kg, (resp. K£) the set of all functions g e C(Y) for which the follo-
wing condition holds: Whenever -£T \ is a sequence of increasing 
(resp. positive linear) mappings from C(Y) into D(V) such that 
lim Tnh • Th uniformly on V for every h e H(Y) 9 then lira Tng • TQg 
uniformly on compact subsets of the space V. 
3.6 Theorem. For f e B(Y)9 the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) f e UT, 
(ii) f e U£; 
(iii) the set^y&Y; f(y) * f(y)$ is T-negligible. 
Moreover, Kj » K° « U« n C(Y) « U° r\ c(Y). 
Proof. Note that TQ(r - ft - 0 if and only if (iii) holds. It fol-
lows from 3«19 3»3 and Lemma 3#2 that one can apply results of Sec. 
2 for B * B(Y)9 H * H(Y)9 L - L(Y) and D » D(V). Thus the conditi-
ons (i)9(ii) and (iii) are equivalent by Theorem 2.6. 
As we know, UT n C(Y) = u£ o C(Y) and, obviously, K,-, c K£. If 
f s C(Y)'\u£9 then there are positive linear extensions S-j and S2 
of the mapping T from H(Y) to B(Y) such that S-jf * Sgf. Putting 
T2n s S1 • T2n+1 " S2» w e h a v e T n h s T h w h e n e v e r h e H^ Y) a n d n € rN» 
but -{Tnf \ does not even converge on V pointwise. Thus K£ C UJj| n 
O C(Y). • * • 
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Suppose finally that f G C(Y) n UjjU We are going to show that 
f e KT. Note that the set {yeY| ?(y) 4-f(y)$is T-negligible by 
the implication (ii) «--* (iii). 
Let C c V be a compact set and £ >• 0. The set Q « «£ye Y; 
f (y) * f(yH is a Borel set having T~negligible complement. By Lem-
ma 3#4 there is a compact set K c Q such that (U, (Y\K)< €, whe-
never y e C. Since f * f everywhere on Kf for each z e Kf there are 
functions h^fh£ € H(Y) such that hj ? f ? ̂  on Y and f (z) + t >• 
> h^(z) i» h£(z) > f(z) - 6 . By continuity, there is a neighbour-
hood \ of z such that 
f (x) + e > h^(x) £ h«(x) > f(x) - e f x 6 Wz. 
Since K is compact, there are z^ ,... fz. s, K such that K c W u... 
... u W2 . Write hi and M instead of h^ and h" f respectively, 
and put 
h' « inf (h^,...,!^), h" - sup (hf t... fhg). 
Then h \ (-h") e H(Y) f h
#S fSh" and h' - h" <: e on K. 
Si: 
we have 
nce T Q is a Riesz homomorphism and T is an extension of T, 
TQh - Th| /\ ... /\ Th^, TQh" « Thf /\ ... /\ Th£. 
Recall that, by hypothesis, there is a function d e D(V) such that 
inf d(V) > 0. 
Suppose that $Tn1; is a sequence of increasing mappings from 
G(Y) into D(V) such that Tnh—** Th uniformly on ? whenever h e 
€. H(Y). We shall show that T f — > TQf uniformly on C 
It is easy to see that there is n a IN such that 
Thj - e d 4 Tnhj £ Th^' + ^ d, ThJ - £ d ̂  Tnhjj £ Th!j + 6d, 
whenever n S xx0 and j = 1,...,k. Thus 
Th2 - e d <£ T M £ T f ̂  T h,' 6 Th^ + £ d. 
3 n 3 n n 3 3 
The i n e q u a l i t i e s 
Tnf - £ d g Th.' and Tflf + € d Z Thy 
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imply that 
Tnf - s, d £ Th-j'/s ... A Th^ = TQh'f 
Tnf + e d £ Th" v ... V Th£ « TQh"# 
Thus we have 
TQh" - e d ^ y i TQh' + S d 
on Vf whenever n £ n . 
Put oc = sup * (^y(Y); y e c } f / 3 * sup (If I + I h'l + | h » | ) ( Y ) f 
r/ « sup d(C). Obviously, oc f /3 f c^ e TR. Recall that , for y e Cf 
TQf (y) - f * & <u7 - fK* & P7 + fyJ & (*;* 
I J ^ f d^Uyl ^ fysK\ f l d ^ y # /* ^y(Y^K) < / 3 & , 
andf s imi lar ly , for the functions h ' , h". Clearly, 
/ h« d ^ y - (3s, £ / K h» d (Uv £ fK f d <u.y ^ /K h'd <ay -# 
£ / h'd (Uy + / J e , 
so that 
T0h«(y) - 2 ( 3 e i TQf (y) ^ TQh'(y) + 2 (3 & • 
We showed that 
I Knf(y) - TQf(y)l £ TQ(h' - h»)(y) + e, (2 (I + cf ) , 
whenever n S- n and y e C. Since 0 4& h ' - h» < e, on K we get 
T 0 (h ' - h»)(y) = / ( h ' - h»)d <uy - j ^ ( h ' - h»)d ^ y + 
+ X\K ( h ' - h" ) d ^ y * 6 ^y ( K ) + 2 P <*y
(Y^K) < ĉC + 2/3 6 . 
We conclude that 
I Tnf (y) - TQf (y) | ^ e ( o G + 4 ( 3 + c T ) f 
whenever n S n and y e C. It follows that T f ~-> T f uniformly on o n o 
C, thus f e KT. 
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3.7 Let y e Y and M be the system of all H(Y) - representing me-
asures. So V £ It means that v is a positive Radon meas-
ure on Y and V (h) = h(y; for every function h e H(Y). Clearly,the 
Dirac measure e concentrated at the point y belongs to EL. 
Let us* apply Theorem 2.2 to the case B = C(Y), D « 1R, H » H(Y) 
and the mapping T:H(Y) — > |R defined by Th = h(y). Then Tf = .tf(y) , 
Tf « i(y) and we conclude that the following statements are equiva-
lent: 
(i) My = iZjU 
(ii) f(y) « f(y) for every function f e C(Y). 
Recall that ^y e Y; M = $ e J } is called the Choquet bounda-
ry of Y with respect to H(Y) (cf. e.g. L33.1 f [43) and is denoted by 
Chrr/Y\Y. It follows from 3»3 that the Choquet boundary is a Gj> set. 
Let us agree to denote by d(f) the set of all points at which 
a function f € B(Y) is discontinuous. 
3*8 Proposition. For every f c B(Y) f 
d(f)c -{yeY; f(y)#-f(y)J c d(f) u (Y\Ch H ( y )Y). 
Proof. Recall that f £ f £ f and the functions 1 and (-f) are low-
er semicontinuous. Consequently, if ,yeY is such that f(y) = f(y)f 
this common value equals ft(y) and f is continuous at y. The first 
inclusion follows. 
In order to complete the proof, it is sufficient to verify the 
following assertion: If y £ C hH(Y) Y a n d * c BW i s continuous at 
y, then f(y) « f(y). 
Given e, >• 0, there is a neighbourhood W of y such that f (y)-
- e ^ f(z) # f(y) + e whenever z e W. Let If i £ cC on Y. By Ti-
etze's extension theorem, there are functions f-|»f2 £ C(Y) such 
that f1 = oC + e , f2 - -oC - e on Y\W, f 1 (y) = f(y) + e , 
*2(y)
 a f(y) - e and f(y) + e ^ f 1 ^ d c + e , -oc - e *= f2 # 
^ f (y) - e on Y. Then f ^ f ^ f2. Since y e ChH(y)Y# w e h a v e 
f2(y) = f2(y), f-j(y) • -f^(y). Consequently, there are h-j ̂  <= H(Y) 
such that lx, ̂  flf l^ £ f2 and h-j (y) ̂  f 1 (y) + & , hgCy).^ f2(y) -
- 6 .We conclude that h-j £ f £ h.̂  and Jx. (y) - -^(y) ̂ 4 e . Hen-
ce f(y) -* f(y). 
3#9 A space H(Y) is said to be a Korovkin space with respect to 
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increasing mappings (resp. with respect to positive linear map-
pings), if KT = C(Y) (resp. K£ = C(Y)). 
With applications to potential theory in mind, H(Y) is said 
to be a K-space (or a Keldys space), provided UT o C(Y) (resp. 
o 
T U° Э C(T)). 
3.10 Theorem. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) H(Y) is a Korovkin space with respect to increasing map­
pings; 
(ii) H(Y) is a Korovkin space with respect to positive line­
ar mappings; 
(iii) H(Y) is a K-space; 
(iv) H(Y) is a Keldys space; 
(v) \y e Y; f(y) 4= f(y)r is T-negligible for every f £ C(Y); 
(vi) - ^ C h g ^ Y is T-negligible; 
(vii) UT « \t e B(Y); d(f) is T-negligiblei; 
(viii) u£ « 4f e B(Y); d(f) is T-negligible}. 
Proof. The equivalence of conditions (i) - (v) follows immediate-
ly from Theorem 3.6. The conditions (v) and (vi) are equivalent by 
3.7. If f € B(Y) and f £ UT> then d(f) is T-negligible by Theorem 
3.6 and Proposition 3.8. 
Suppose that (vi) holds, f £ B(Y) and d(f) is T-negligible. 
The second inclusion of Proposition 3*8 and implication (iii) =? 
=> (i) of Theorem 3.6 show that f e UT# Thus (vii) holds and (vi:L) 
and (viii) are equivalent by Theorem 3.6. 
Assume finally (viii). Clearly, d(f) » 0 for every f <S C(Y)t 
thus C(Y) c UT and KT ?- C(Y) by Theorem 3.6. Consequently, (i) is 
established and the proof is complete. 
3.11 Notes and comments. Theorems 3.6 and 3.10 show, in an abs-
tract context, a relation between theorems of Keldys and 
Korovkin type. The question of such a relation was raised by Prof. 
H. Bauer on the occasion of the conference "Punktionenraume und 
Punktionenalgebren", Oberwolfach, 1978. 
Korovkin type theorems have been intensively studied during 
the last decades; see e.g. L 51,L111 t[40t£3] tCU. 
Proposition 3.8 turns out to be useful in investigations of 
Keldys type theorems for discontinuous functions. In a less gener--
al form it appears in [27.1. 
The main results of Sec. 3 were announced in [29ltt31l. 
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4. Theorems of Keldys and Korovkin type in harmonic spaces 
4*1 Suppose that X is a ^2 -harmonic space with countable base 
in the sense of the axiomatic potential theory developed in 
£9]. The symbol 36 stands for the corresponding sheaf of harmonic 
functions. 
Let U be a nonempty relatively compact open subset of X. The 
set of irregular points of U is denoted by U^. Define, as in the in-
troduction, 
H(U) = ̂ h 6 C(U); h|TJ £ 3€(U))f H(3U) - H(U> , a-j. 
Recall that f £ H( £U) f if and only if there is a solution of 
the classical Dirichlet problem for the boundary condition f. 
The complement of U is denoted by CU and for xsX, the symbol 
cu 
€> ZT means the balayage of & on CU. 
A Borel set Q c 3 U is said to be negligible, if e£U(Q) - 0 
for every x e U. 
A set U c X is said to be admissible, if U is nonempty, rela-
tively compact and open and the space H(U) contains a strictly po-
sitive function and linearly separates the points of U. 
The following important assertion is a consequence of results 
of C6] f p. 97. 
4*2 Proposition. Let U be an admissible set. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) \J± is negligible; 
(ii) 9 U N G h H ( 9 u ) u i s negligible. 
4.3 Let U be a nonempty relatively compact open set in X. A map-
ping A:C(dU) — > 96 (U) is said to be a K-operator (on U)fif 
A is an increasing mapping and A(h| Q U) • hj-j, whenever h e H(U). 
If, moreover, A is linear, then A is called a Keldys operator. 
Given a resolutive function f on 3U, HUf stands for the 
PWB-solution of the generalized Dirichlet problem; see [9lt p. ̂ 8. 
By [9], pp. 18, 50, the mapping 
A:f h-> HUf, f e C O U ) , 
is a Keldys operator. 
A nonempty relatively compact open set U c X is said to he a 
K-set (resp. a Keldys set), provided there is exactly one K-oper-
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ator (re3p. Keldys operator) on U. 
Obviously every K-3et i3 a Keldys 3et. 
4.4 Theorem. If U is a Keldys set, then U^ is negligible. 
Proof. See C24l, cf. also [22]. 
4.5 Suppose that U is an admissible set. Then H(8U) is a major-
izing sub9pace of B(3U), the 3pace of all bounded function3 
on 9U. 
We shall apply the result3 of Sec. 3 to the following situa-
tion: Y = 3Uf H(Y) = H(3U), V m U and D(U) « X+(U) - cfc+(U) f 
the space of differences of positive harmonic functions on U. By 
[9lt p. 38, D(U) is a Dedekind complete Riesz 3pace. The corre3pon-
ding lattice operations are denoted again by V and A • Recall 
that L(8U) is the space of differences of bounded lower 3emiconti-
nuous functions. 
For h e H(U) define 
,T(hiaiJ) -* h|TJ. 
Then htU G D(U) and T:H(8U) —*• D(U) is a positive linear mapping 
by the minimum principle [93, p. 26. Recall that by [93f P« 51, e-
very function f e L(3U) is resolutive and H f e D(U). 
It follow3 from [93, p. 50, that the mapping 
TQ:f r-** H
Uf, f e L(9U), 
satisfies conditions (a),(b) and (c') of Lemma 3«2. The correspon-
PTJ 
ding sy3tera M^ is, of course, «l e x ; x €. U}. Consequently, T-neg-
ligible simply means negligible in the sense of 4.1. 
Since U is suppo9ed to be admi39ible, there i3 a 3trictly po-
sitive function hQ e H O U ) .such that inf (ThQ)(U)>0. We 9ee that 
all a3gumption9 of 3»1 are gati3fied. 
Comparing definitiong 3.9 end 4.3, we notice that H(3U) i3 a 
K-space (re3p. Keldy§ space), if and only if U is a K-set (resp. 
Keldys set). 
Recall the definition of f(y), f(y) for f e B(9 U) and y c 
6 dU: 
f(y) = sup <h(y); h if, h £H(3U)1, f(y) = inf 4 h(y) , h S f, he 
€H(3U)1. 
Define 
S(U) • i a e C(U)f 3(U guperharmonic on U'L 
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4*6 Proposition. Let U be an admissible set and f e C(8U).Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) If A-j, A£ are K-operators on U, then A.-f = 1Uf. 
(ii) If A-j, A.-> a r e Keldys operators on U, then A.jf =- Apf. 
(iii) The complement of the set 
\ y £ 9 U; f(y) = f(y) \ is negligible. 
Proof. This follows as a special case of Theorem 3.6. 
4*7 Theorem. Let U be an admissible set. The following conditi-
ons are equivalent: 
(i) U is a K-set; 
(ii) U is a Keldys set; 
(iii) V± is negligible; 
(iv) H( 3U) is a Korovkin space with respect to increasing 
mappings; 
(v) H(3U) is a Korovkin space with respect to positive lin-
ear mappings; 
(vi) UT » « e B(9U)i d(f) is negligible}; 
(vii) U° = Kt £ B(3U); d(f) is negligible*; 
(viii) the complement of the set-^y e d U; f(y) » f(y)l is 
negligible, whenever f C C(8U); 
(ix) HUf =- A-t hjTJ; h e H(U)f h J 3 U S f Jf whenever fe C(9U); 
(x) HUf =- Vi hiTJ; h € H(U)f h , a u £ f?, whenever feC(dU); 
(xi) HUf = inf A s ^ ; s £ S(U), s l d U £ t], whenever f <£ 
<£ C ( 3 u ) ; 
( x i i ) HUf « sup AttTJ; - t e S(U) f t j a -j £ fV, whenever f <s 
6 C ( d U ) . 
Proof. The equivalence of conditions (i) - (viii) follows from 
Theorem 3.10 and Proposition 4*2. 
Conditions (ix) and (x) and also conditions (xi) and (xii) a-̂  
obviously equivalent. 
For f e. C O U ) define 
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A-,f = A - t h i T J ; h £ H(U), h | a u 2 f ?, 
Agf « inf { SJ-J; s e S(U), S| 9 I JS f L 
Clearly, A-| is a K-operator and A.̂  is an increasing mapping satis-
fying A 2(h ) a T J) = h(TJ for every h e H(U) (this follows from the 
minimum principle, see [9-U P* 26). It is not, however, evident that 
A2f e 2r£ (U) whenever t s C(3U). 
Fix f G C(3U). To show that Agf e 2t (U), it is sufficient to 
prove that 
•Is^; s e S(U); s ( 3 u 2 f J 
is a Perron set; cf. [9 3, pp. 37, 38. In view of [93, pp. 33, 37, 
38, this is true provided for every x e U there is a regular set V 
such that x e V c V c U. But U is admissible, which implies by £93, 
p. 65, that every point of U even possesses a fundamental system of 
regular neighbourhoods. 
We conclude that A-j, 1L> are K-operators and A^f= A.-f whenever 
f € C(3U). It follows easily that (ix) -=£> (xi). Thus if (i) holds, 
then A ^ « HUf - Agf for any f e C( 3U). 
It remains to prove the implication (xi) -=£• (i). 
Suppose (xi). Then (xii) holds and by [93, pp. 164, 165, we 
have 
( * C U) C U(s) *= s,.CU(s) tf s(x) 
whenever s e S(U) and x & U (cf. L27]). If f c C(3U), s , - t eS (U) , 
t | 9 U 6 f ^ s l<a u and x & U, then 
t(x) * ( e c u ) c u ( t ) tf ( e ,
c u) c u(f) * ( e c u ) c u ( s ) £ . ( x ) . 
By (xi) and ( x i i ) , (e C U ) C U ( f ) = € JU(f) . We conclude that 
( eC U)C U - eSU fo-* every x e. U, which implies ( i i i ) (cf. [24J or 
X X 
£221). But (iii) implies (i) and the proof is complete. 
4.8 Notes and comments. The use of the method of envelopes (li-
ke f and f) in connection with the Keldys theorem goes back to L71; 
cf. also [343 and L273. 
The question of uniqueness of a reasonable generalization of 
the classical Dirichlet problem was raised by A.P. Monna fifty 
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years ago. For the development of this problem in the context of 
classical potential theory, see the references and discussion in 
L273 and L281. In C.28T, an elementary proof of the Keldys theorem 
is given. The following remarks are related to Theorem 4.7 from 
the point of view of abstract potential theory. 
.For a Brelot harmonic space satisfying the domination axiom, 
condition (iii) is automatically satisfied. The validity of (i) in 
this case was proved in L8l. As pointed out in L121, the condition 
(iii) is no longer true in potential theory associated with the 
heat equation; cf. also-L201. 
As observed in L223 , in this situation (ii) fails in general. 
For Bauer's axiomatics, under additional hypotheses, implications 
(viii) ̂  (ii) **» (iii) are also proved and, as mentioned there, 
the converse implications follow from L61. For operators A satis­
fying A(s |3xj)-^ s|u f o r every s e S(U), equivalence of conditions 
(iii),(ii)f(xi) and (xii) is proved inL233; see also Ll63fLl73. 
The conditions (i) , (ii) , (viii) , (x) are shown to be equivalent in 
L'343. 
In the above mentioned papers, only extensions from H(3U) to 
C(aU) are considered. Discontinuous boundary conditions have been 
investigated in L273 where related results and further information 
can be found. 
Results of Sec. 4 show how an abstract approach from Sec. 2 
and 3 enables the establishment of old as well as new results a-
bout theorems of Keldys and Korovkin type. 
We remark that Theorem 4.7 fails provided U is supposed to be 
relatively compact open, but not necessarily admissible. This is 
shown in L32l. 
Note also that SfC^U) - 3C4" (U) can be shown to be a weakly 
£ -distributive super Dedekind complete Riesz space; cf. [303.For 
terminology see [253fLl33. Significance of the condition of weak 
6f -distributivity for the theory of measures and integrals with 
values in ordered spaces is explained in L363fL373. 
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